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Abstract
This thesis presents a two dimensional orthonormal transform that represents an image as coefficients in 4
independent channels. The salient feature of these coefficients is that they contain complete position spatial
frequency information about the image, in a sense that the original image can be reconstructed from these
coefficients with negligible error. These coefficients can be used in various machine learning, AI , and other
tasks where data features are used. Popular convolutional layer used in various neural networks reduces
information and can not reconstruct original image. In this thesis , we present several examples where these
coefficients are used in image classification tasks for a standard data set.
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
1.2 Overview of Feature Extraction Methods
Feature detection has been a quite challenging field in computer science. Many approaches have been
presented including the popular Speed Up Robust Features (SURF) [1]. SURF is a clever mechanism that
is composed of a feature detector derived from the Hessian Matrix and a feature descriptor that utilizes
the first derivative in both x, y directions. SURF developed from its predecessor Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) which also performs well. There have also been a few others such as ORB [2] that try to
describe images. These features have then been fed into many machine-learning models including technology
such as: Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to train systems and allow for predictions. As Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) developed, these features were eventually used as input as well and the results have been
very promising. This thesis will introduce another form of a feature descriptor that can be used as an input
a DNN. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are one of the most widely used neural architecture in the
field of image classification because of the high accuracy obtained. Most CNNs are built with input sources
being the raw images. In the case of a gray-scale dataset the input shape is 2-Dimensional versus a Red,
Green, Blue (RGB) dataset being 3-Dimensional. CNNs have been proven by many sources to perform
well on images. CNNs are a subset of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) which has been evolving quite rapidly
recently. Applying convolution operations (and max pool sampling) on images consequentially leads to a
descriptor that cannot be used to reconstruct the original image.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, we will first explain the construction of a Complete Orthonormal 2-D Function using a basis
generating function. Next, we will describe the outputs of applying the COT on images and visualizing the
coefficients. Finally, we will explore and demonstrate application of these coefficients with a Simple Deep
Neural Network.
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2. Construction of Complete Orthonormal
2-D Function Set
2.1 Basis Generating Function








πα · xλ , e−απ)
(2.1)
for λ > 0, α > 2.25 where Θ3 denotes the Jacobi theta function. This idea basically takes a standard Gaussian
envelope and divides it by a Jacobian Theta 3 function. The detailed derivation for the 1-Dimensional Case
is available in reference [3] and [5] but the major outcomes used in the development of this thesis are the
equations to compute the coefficients. Before delving into the structure of the basis, it is important to first
understand envelope defined by equation 2.1 and how the parameters α and λ changes the shape.
As shown in figure 2.1, notice as α decreases the shape of the curve resembles that of a Gaussian
distribution. As α increases, the curve becomes more ”rectangular” and steeper. By adjusting the width of
this distribution, the user is able to ”tune” the COT in a more localized approach, eliminating excess noise
introduced by the standard Gaussian function.
By adjusting α, one is able to control the output of the transform.
2.2 2D Implementation of COT Set
Since much of the 1-Dimensional case is explained in reference [3], this thesis will focus primarily on the
2-Dimensional case. Before the coefficients are computed, the basis (which is also a 5-D tensor) must be
computed using the distribution as defined by equation 2.1. There are two additional parameters that need
to be introduced which will size the basis function: 1) N and 2) wN . N is base for the number of windows
used in a signal and wN is the number of widths inside of a window. Since we are focusing on the 2-D case,
the basis function will have 5-D shape by definition. For simplicity, assume that N and wN are the same in
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(a) The curve shows basis generating function for α = 2.25 (b) The curve shows basis generating function for α = 2.75
(c) The curve shows basis generating function for α = 3.75 (d) The curve shows basis generating function for α = 4.00
Figure 2.1: The curves show how varying α affect the basis generating function
both x and y directions. The dimensionality (shape) of the coefficients is defined by the following equation:
ndims = 2
nd + 1 (2.2)
The first dimension indicates the channel index which is defined by the following equation:
nch = 2
nd (2.3)
where nch denotes the number of channels and nd indicates the number of dimensions. The next 2 dimensions
represent the frequency index in the x and y directions, respectively. The last 2 dimensions represent the
spatial index in the x and y directions, respectively. To present a more practical approach, consider the
following example where N = 16 and wN = 4 and there are 2 dimensions. The number of harmonics
3





Note that this is integer division and from the example above nh =
16
2 + 1 = 9. The size of the spatial index
is then computed as follows:
ns = N ∗ wN (2.5)
In the example above, the spatial index size in both x and y directions is equal to ns = 16 ∗ 4 = 64. Thus,
the shape of the basis is then:
shape(B) = [nch, nhx, nhy, nsx, nsy] = [4, 9, 9, 64, 64] (2.6)
For this example, consider the envelope shown in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The basis generating function used in example: α = 2.25, λ = 0.2
In order to keep the graphs compact, each channel will have its own plot with the frequency indices
concatenated. For example, the structure of the channel 1 plot will resemble the figure 2.3 below:
The basis is best presented as a flat 2D plot to visualize the ”filters” used in extracting information for
each spatial window. In the figure 2.4 below, the basis function is presented for each channel.
To examine further, consider the patch from B[1, 3, 3, :, :] as shown in the following figure 2.5:
4
Figure 2.3: This figure shows the structure used to illustrate each channel of the basis. The ’X’ indicates
the channel number.
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(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 2.4: The plots show the 4 different channels of the basis function.
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Figure 2.5: More detailed view of the spatial patch denoted by B[1, 3, 3, :, :]
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3. Image Decomposition Into 4 Independent
Channels
Now that the basis is constructed, it is possible to start computing the coefficients of the COT. The COT
requires that the signal be infinitely periodic and thus the first step is to periodically extend the image.
Essentially, this is taking the end of the signal and appending it to the beginning, and taking the beginning
and appending it to the end.
(a) Original input image (b) Periodically extended image used for Transform
Figure 3.1: The left figure shows the original source [256 x 256] and the right figure shows the periodically
extended version [312 x 312].
Figure 3.1 shows the original input signal and the periodically extended signal used for the transform.
The coefficients, when computed, form a coefficients that is the same shape of the basis. The coefficients
shape is as follows:
shape(L) = [nch, nhx, nhy, nwinx , nwiny ] = [4, 9, 9, 16, 16] (3.1)
Where the number of windows nwin is defined by:
nwin = size(S)/N = 256/16 = 16 (3.2)
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The algorithm for computation of coefficients is defined as follows:
Algorithm 1 Outline of Complete Orthonormal Transform (COT)
1. Buffer Image
2. Generate Location and Harmonic Combinations
3. For each Location
For each Channel
For each Harmonic
A. Extract Window From Buffered Image: Ŵ
B. Extract Spatial Window From Basis Function: B̂
C. Compute Coefficients: L = Σ(Ŵ · B̂)
Following the algorithm, a snippet was extracted from the 70th spatial location for each channel. Figure
3.2 shows the basis spatial window and the extracted image window to exhibit the dot product for each
channel for fx = 1 and fy = 1. In other words, the first harmonic in X and Y directions.
(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.2: The plots show the 4 different channels of the section where the basis and image window exhibits
a dot product.
One important thing to notice about figure 3.2 is the shift taken in the image window for the same location
but different channel. With respect to channel one in the figure, channel two is shifted down. Channel three
is shifted to the right relative to channel one. Channel four is shifted both to the right and down relative to
channel one.
Figure 3.3 shows the second and third harmonics in the X direction for channel 1.
The coefficients will be visualized similarly to how the basis was presented according to figure 2.3.
As shown in figure 3.4, some spatial responses show bits and pieces of the original image. Much of the
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(a) Channel 1 with fx = 2, fy = 1 (b) Channel 1 with fx = 3, fy = 1




(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.4: The plots show the 4 different channels of the coefficients computation.
coefficients however is unrecognizable as an image but there are 81 responses in each channel for the same
image thus providing a surplus of information that can be used to characterize / classify this image.
The figure 3.5 shows the normalized coefficients which are just the coefficients at each harmonic (fx, fy)
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(a) Normalized Channel 1 (b) Normalized Channel 2
(c) Normalized Channel 3 (d) Normalized Channel 4
Figure 3.5: The plots show the 4 different channels of the normalized coefficients computation.
scaled from 0 to 1 (for the purpose of displaying accurately).
This COT can also be reversed to reconstruct the original signal with very low RMSE and using only
a fraction of the ”strongest” coefficients. For example, the figure 3.6 was reconstructed using only 10% of
the strongest coefficients. While this transform has many applications, this thesis will focus on using the
computed coefficients as a 5-Dimensional Tensor input to a tensor flow based CNN.
The remainder of this section contains 4 additional examples containing a bird, a car, an elephant and
a tiger. The coefficients channels are grouped as shown in figure 3.7. The examples are depicted in figures
3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 respectfully.
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Figure 3.6: Using only 10 % of the highest coefficients, this image was constructed.
Figure 3.7: This figure shows the structure used to illustrate each channel of the coefficients. The upper
left quadrant represents channel 1, the upper right quadrant represents channel 2, the lower left quadrant
represents channel 3 and the lower right quadrant represents channel 4.
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(a) Original Bird [6] Image 256x256 pixels. (b) Reconstructed Bird Image 10% coefficients used.
(c) Full Coefficients of the Bird Image.
(d) Compressed Coefficients of the Bird Image.
Figure 3.8: Original and Reconstructed Bird Image along with Full and Compressed Coefficients.
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(a) Original Car Image 256x256 pixels. (b) Reconstructed Car Image 10% coefficients used.
(c) Full Coefficients of the Car Image.
(d) Compressed Coefficients of the Car Image.
Figure 3.9: Original and Reconstructed Car Image along with Full and Compressed Coefficients.
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(a) Original Elephant [6] Image 256x256 pixels. (b) Reconstructed Elephant Image 10% coefficients used.
(c) Full Coefficients of the Elephant Image.
(d) Compressed Coefficients of the Elephant Image.
Figure 3.10: Original and Reconstructed Elephant Image along with Full and Compressed Coefficients.
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(a) Original Tiger [6] Image 256x256 pixels. (b) Reconstructed Tiger Image 10% coefficients used.
(c) Full Coefficients of the Tiger Image.
(d) Compressed Coefficients of the Tiger Image.
Figure 3.11: Original and Reconstructed Tiger Image along with Full and Compressed Coefficients.
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4. Comparison of Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) with Simplified Deep Neural
Network (SDNN)
4.1 Brief Overview of CNN
With the vast development of computer performance in the past few years, it is now possible to train a well
performing convolutional neural network (CNN) on most consumer Personal Computers (PC). While tradi-
tional classifiers and learning algorithms rely on pre-computing image features, the deep learning method-
ology focuses on inputting raw images and automatically selecting features. The CNN is a deep learning
mechanism that has outperformed many others including fully connected networks and has proven to be one
of the most powerful tools in the task of image classification, signal processing, facial recognition and other
applications [7]. Essentially, the basic core of a CNN is its ability to take an input vector X and a computed
set of weights W (computed during the training phase) to ultimately output Y (the predicted outcome).
F (X,W ) = Y (4.1)
Equation 4.1 shows this relationship mathematically for a general Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [7]. In
general, a CNN consist of a 1) convolution layer, 2) pooling layer, 3) activation function and 4) fully connected
layer. The convolution layer is where the kernels are applied and the features are extracted while the pooling
layer is where the result is sub-sampled to reduce the number of parameters passed into the next layer. In
most cases, max pooling is used where the maximum value within a specified window is used (instead of the
entire window). There are also many other effective approaches to pooling, including fractional pooling as
shown in reference [8]. The activation part of a CNN has been a well explored field in its own, however, the
most effective is the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [7] and [9]. For more details see reference [7].
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4.2 Simplified Deep Neural Network
The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 10 different categories with 60,000 images in each class. In this thesis, we
construct a Simplified Deep Neural Network (SDNN) and present the results. Since the coefficients computed
from the COT contains 4 channels, it is consider a tensor of rank 5. The first step is to flatten the tensor
into a 1D vector to feed into a simple DNN. Hence, the first layer of the DNN will be a flatten layer. The
main purpose in transforming the 5-D tensor into a 1-D tensor is to maintain computational compatibility
with underlying engine (Keras) used by TensorFlow. The next layer will be a fully connected dense layer
composing of 128 neurons, followed another dense layer containing only 10 neurons (i.e.) the number of
categories present in the CIFAR-10 dataset. It is important to also note that in this version, the image is
Figure 4.1: The model summary of the SDNN
Algorithm 2 Outline of Training SDNN
For each image (i)
Compute Complete Orthonormal Transform (COT) of (i).
Append 5-D Output to a list of Coefficients (I)
Input (I) into SDNN defined by figure 4.1
considered as a gray-scale image. In the event the system needs to consider RGB input, reserve the first 4




The SDNN achieves roughly 43% across 100 epochs (iterations) on the raw images. The RAW images contain
3x32x32 = 3072 numbers used in computation.
Figure 5.1: The results using RAW images.
Figure 5.1 shows the training and validation data across 100 epochs using all 3072 coefficients of the
RAW images. Now, take the grayscale equivalent of the RAW RGB image and feed into the COT with
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N = 4 and wN = 2. The resulting feature descriptor is 4x3x3x8x8 = 2304 coefficients, 768 less than the
RAW RGB image.
Figure 5.2: The results using 2304 Coefficients.
Figure 5.2 shows the training and validation data across 100 epochs using all 2304 coefficients. The
DNN achieves roughly 38% about 4% less than that of the RAW images. Interestingly enough however after
exhibiting 90% compression, the coefficients still yield 38%. Compression of the coefficients involves setting
90% of the smallest numbers to 0.
Figure 5.3 shows the training and validation data across 100 epochs using 90% of the 2304 coefficients.
In other words, only 230 of the highest value coefficients are used and still achieve the same accuracy as
using all of the coefficients. The final test is to see how the coefficients performs on 95% compression.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the results of the training and validation accuracy. Both of them are still
20
Figure 5.3: The results using top 230 Coefficients.
roughly around the same accuracy. This shows that under great compression (using only few coefficients)
the same or similar performance can be achieved. The true power in using the COT also is having the ability
to reconstruct the image from the coefficients. All convolutional networks and other feature detectors do not
have this ability to reconstruct the original input image as the COT allows.
21
Figure 5.4: The results using top 115 Coefficients.
22
Figure 5.5: The results using top 69 Coefficients.
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6. Future Work
The next step forward will be to incorporate the computation of the COT coefficients directly in the Keras
back-end and thus the input can remain raw images. Since the computation of the coefficients are merely
a collection of dot products, it should be possible to create a layer (or more) that computes the coefficients
for each channel. Deep learning should not rely on pre-processing ”features”; thus, it makes sense that
the COT be embedded in the neural network. In addition, the parameters α and λ will be introduced as
hyper-parameters in the neural networks. Further care must be taken in constructing a robust network that
will fully utilize the coefficients feature descriptor to achieve better results than the CNN presented in the
TensorFlow example. There is also potential to use each channel independently and create 4 standalone
classifiers in classification application.
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7. Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis has allowed the use of the COT to act as a replacement for the images used in a
particular task. Traditional feature detectors do not allow for reconstruction of the raw images and are thus
meaningless outside of a trained network. The COT introduces quite a large amount of new parameters
which will need to be tuned on an application basis however, it provides a network with more features with
a sine and cosine coefficients. The coefficients are also highly compressible in that only few of the dominant
coefficients are needed to construct a majority of the original image. These few coefficients can also be used
to train a DNN.
25
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const double pi = 3.1415926535897932384626433832795;
//return the theta3 function of t and q
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std::complex<double> theta3( std::complex<double> const &t, std::complex<double> const &q
↪→ );
// return a 1 x _interval mat containing our modified theta function
cv::Mat getThetaKernel(double _alpha, double _lambda, int _interval);
cv::Mat getThetaKernelwTime(double _alpha, double _lambda, int _interval, const char*
↪→ file = NULL);
// multi-dimensional matrix indexing
//template<typename T> T& mMatAt (cv::Mat input, int* index);
// print a 2d mat
void Print2DMat(cv::Mat m);












theta3( std::complex<double> const &t, std::complex<double> const &q )
{











p_sum = 1.0 + 2.0*p_sum;
return p_sum;
}
cv::Mat getThetaKernel(double _alpha, double _lambda, int _interval)
{
double d = 2*_lambda*std::sqrt(_alpha*pi);
double g = std::sqrt(std::sqrt(1.0/(_alpha*pi*_lambda*_lambda)));
std::complex<double> z_init (0, std::sqrt(pi*_alpha)/_lambda);
std::complex<double> q_init (std::exp(-pi*_alpha), 0);
std::complex<double> out_term;
double win = 2.0;
int minterval = _interval/2;
minterval++;
int counter = 0;
cv::Mat out_mat(_interval, 1, CV_64F);
double* cf = out_mat.ptr<double>();
double sum = 0;
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//for( counter = 0; counter < _interval; counter++ )
//{




cv::Mat getThetaKernelwTime(double _alpha, double _lambda, int _interval, const char*
↪→ file)
{
double d = 2*_lambda*std::sqrt(_alpha*pi);
double g = std::sqrt(std::sqrt(1.0/(_alpha*pi*_lambda*_lambda)));
std::complex<double> z_init (0, std::sqrt(pi*_alpha)/_lambda);
std::complex<double> q_init (std::exp(-pi*_alpha), 0);
std::complex<double> out_term;
double win = 2.0;
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int minterval = _interval/2;
minterval++;
int counter = 0;
cv::Mat out_mat(_interval, 2, CV_64F);
double* cf = out_mat.ptr<double>();
double sum = 0;
















f << _alpha << ", " << _alpha << std::endl;
//write the lambda
f << _lambda << ", " << _lambda << std::endl;
//write the num points
f << _interval << ", " << _interval << std::endl;
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//output the data
//f << envelope.cols << " " << envelope.rows << std::endl;
double* cf2 = out_mat.ptr<double>();
for(int i = 0; i < _interval; i++){











template<typename T> T& mMatAt (cv::Mat input, int* index){
T *ptr = input.ptr<T>();
int ind = 0;
int i=0, j=0;
CV_Assert((*(&index + 1) - index) >= (unsigned)input.dims);
for(i=0; i<input.dims-1; i++){
int mul = 1;
for(j=i+1; j < input.dims; j++){
mul *= input.size[j];
}
ind += index[i] * mul;
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}







// for each row
for(int i=0; i < m.size[0]; i++)
{
// for each column
for(int j=0; j < m.size[1]; j++){
























//create a basis function with alpha, lambda, number of terms
BasisFunction(double, double, int, cv::Mat ANs, cv::Mat AWindowWidthsInN, int
↪→ numDimensions,
bool useDefaultEnvelope = true, const char* file_to_load = NULL,
↪→ bool justEnvelope = false);
//load from file
BasisFunction(char*);












// Number of Channels
int numChannels;













cv::Mat Ns, numWindows, windowSizes, latticesSize;
// Lattice
cv::Mat lattice;
// Helper function to load envelope from file
cv::Mat loadEnvelope(const char* file);
// Getter function for envelope
cv::Mat getEnvelope(int, int);
// Helper function to save envelope
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void saveEnvelope(const char* file);
// Helper function to load lattice from file
cv::Mat loadMat(const char* file);
// Helper function to save lattice to file
void saveMat(const char* file, cv::Mat in);
// Helper function to append lattice to file;
void saveMatAppend(const char* file, cv::Mat inMat);
// Helper IsShifted Function
bool isShifted(int, int);
// Helper IsQuad Function
bool IsQuad(int, int);
// get 1d signal










cv::Mat IterateLattice(IterateLatticFunc_t f, cv::Mat &bufferedSignal, cv::Mat
36
↪→ locationCombinations, cv::Mat harmonicCombinations);
virtual ~BasisFunction();
};










template<typename T> T& mMatAt (cv::Mat input, int* index){
T *ptr = input.ptr<T>();
int ind = 0;
int i=0, j=0;
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CV_Assert((*(&index + 1) - index) >= (unsigned)input.dims);
for(i=0; i<input.dims-1; i++){
int mul = 1;
for(j=i+1; j < input.dims; j++){
mul *= input.size[j];
}
ind += index[i] * mul;
}
return ptr[ind + index[i]];
}




// for each column
for(int j=0; j < m.size[1]; j++){




cv::Mat CartesianProduct(cv::Mat a, cv::Mat b){






for(int i=0; i<a.cols; i++){
for(int j=0; j<b.cols; j++){








BasisFunction::BasisFunction(double al, double la, int n, cv::Mat ANs, cv::Mat
↪→ AWindowWidthsInN, int numDimensions,
bool useDefaultEnvelope, const char* file_to_load, bool justEnvelope) {

















numHarmonics = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
halfNs = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
/* Matlab code
* for (i = 1:aNumDimensions)
if (~IsIntegerValue(log2(aNs(i))))
error(’Length of analysis window N must by a power of two in




numHarmonics(i) = fix(aNs(i)/2 + 1);
end
*/
int* aNsPtr = aNs.ptr<int>();
int* halfNsPtr = halfNs.ptr<int>();
int* numHarmonicsPtr = numHarmonics.ptr<int>();
for(int i=0; i<aNumDimensions; i++){
//we should have integer of power 2 since we made it ...
halfNsPtr[i] = aNsPtr[i]/2;
numHarmonicsPtr[i] = aNsPtr[i]/2 + 1;
}
/* Matlab code
* basisSize = zeros(1, 2*aNumDimensions + 1);
basisSize(1) = numChannels;
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basisFnSize = zeros(1, aNumDimensions);
for curDimension = 1 : aNumDimensions
basisSize(curDimension+1) = numHarmonics(curDimension);
basisSize(curDimension+1+aNumDimensions) = aWindowWidthsInN(
↪→ curDimension) * aNs(curDimension);




bases1D = cell(numChannels, aNumDimensions);
*/
basisSize = cv::Mat::zeros(1, 2*aNumDimensions + 1, CV_32S);
basisSize.at<int>(0,0) = numChannels;
basisFnSize = cv::Mat::zeros(1, aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
for(int curDimension = 0; curDimension < aNumDimensions; curDimension++){
basisSize.at<int>(0, curDimension + 1) = numHarmonics.at<int>(0,
↪→ curDimension);
basisSize.at<int>(0, curDimension + 1 + aNumDimensions) = aWindowWidthsInN.
↪→ at<int>(0,curDimension) * aNs.at<int>(0, curDimension);
basisFnSize.at<int>(0, curDimension) = aWindowWidthsInN.at<int>(0,
↪→ curDimension) * aNs.at<int>(0, curDimension);
}
int* tmpPtr = basisSize.ptr<int>();
basis = cv::Mat::zeros( 2*aNumDimensions + 1,tmpPtr,CV_64F);
//std::cout << "Basis Size: " << basis.size[0] << " x " << basis.size[1] << " x "
↪→ << basis.size[2] << std::endl;
//skip basis1d for now
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/* Matlab code




%curEnv = GetEnvelopeLengthT(curN, aWindowType);aslkjdklajsdaskd
curEnv = GetEnvelope(curN, curWidthInN, aWindowType);
for (curChannel = 0 : numChannels-1)
if (IsShifted(curChannel, curDimension))
%curTime = 0:1:aNs(curDimension)-1;
curTime = halfNs(curDimension) - (halfNs(curDimension) *
aWindowWidthsInN(curDimension))
↪→ : 1 : halfNs(







curTime = -halfNs(curDimension) * aWindowWidthsInN(




tmpBasis1D = zeros(curNumHarmonics, curN * curWidthInN);
for curHarmonic = 0 : curNumHarmonics-1






tmpBasis1D(curHarmonic+1, :) = energyFactor * cos(2*pi*
↪→ curTime*curHarmonic/curN + curHarmonic*pi/2 +
↪→ phaseShift) .* curEnv;
end




for(int curDimension = 0; curDimension < aNumDimensions; curDimension++){
int curN = aNs.at<int>(0, curDimension);
int curWidthInN = aWindowWidthsInN.at<int>(0, curDimension);
int curNumHarmonics = numHarmonics.at<int>(0, curDimension);
cv::Mat curEnvelope = getEnvelope(curN,curWidthInN);
cv::Mat tempBasis1D = cv::Mat::zeros(curNumHarmonics, curN * curWidthInN,
↪→ CV_64F);
std::vector<cv::Mat> tmpFBasis;
//tmpBasis1D = zeros(curNumHarmonics, curN * curWidthInN);
double phaseShift = 0.0;
//std::cout << "curEnvelope size: " << curEnvelope.size() << std::endl;






start = halfNs.at<int>(curDimension) - (halfNs.at<int>(
↪→ curDimension) * aWindowWidthsInN.at<int>(curDimension
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↪→ ));
end = (halfNs.at<int>(curDimension) + (halfNs.at<int>(










start = -halfNs.at<int>(curDimension) * aWindowWidthsInN.at<
↪→ int>(curDimension);









//std::cout << "curTime size: " << curTime.size() << std::endl;
for(int curHarmonic = 0; curHarmonic < curNumHarmonics; curHarmonic
↪→ ++){






tmpBasis1D(curHarmonic+1, :) = energyFactor * cos(2*pi*
↪→ curTime*curHarmonic/curN + curHarmonic*pi/2 +
↪→ phaseShift) .* curEnv;
*/
//std::cout << "Harmonic : " << curHarmonic << std::endl;
double energyFactor;
























↪→ curHarmonic,i) << std::endl;
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//std::cout << curEnvelope.at<double>(i) << " " <<












* harmonicLists = cell(1, aNumDimensions);
for curDim = 1:aNumDimensions;
harmonicLists{curDim} = [1:numHarmonics(curDim)];
end
harmonicCombinations = num2cell(CartesianProduct(harmonicLists), 2)
↪→ ;
indices = repmat({’:’}, 1, 2*aNumDimensions + 1);
for curChan = 1:numChannels
indices{1} = curChan;




for curDim = 1:aNumDimensions
indices{curDim + 1} = curComb(curDim);
















cv::Mat indices = cv::Mat::zeros(1, 2*aNumDimensions + 1, CV_32S);
std::vector<cv::Mat> harmonicLists;
std::vector<cv::Mat> harmonicCombinations;
int harmonicSize = 1;
for(int curDim = 0; curDim < aNumDimensions; curDim++){
cv::Mat harmonicList = cv::Mat::zeros(1, numHarmonics.at<int>(0,
↪→ curDim), CV_32S);
harmonicSize *= numHarmonics.at<int>(0, curDim);






// Now to build up the harmonic combinations
// fix for multi-dim
for(int j=0; j<harmonicLists.size(); j+=2){
for(int i=0; i<harmonicLists[j].size[1]; i++){
for(int k=0; k<harmonicLists[j+1].size[1]; k++){












for (int curChannel=0; curChannel < numChannels; curChannel++){
indices.at<int>(0) = curChannel;
for(int curCombIndex = 0; curCombIndex < harmonicCombinations.size
↪→ (); curCombIndex++){
cv::Mat curBasisFn = cv::Mat::ones(aNumDimensions,
↪→ basisFnSize.ptr<int>(), CV_64F);
cv::Mat curComb = harmonicCombinations[curCombIndex];
//std::cout << curComb.at<int>(0) << " " <<curComb.at<int
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↪→ >(1) << std::endl;
//Print2DMat(curBasisFn);
for(int curDim = 0; curDim < aNumDimensions; curDim++){
indices.at<int>(curDim+1) = curComb.at<int>(curDim);
cv::Mat curDimBasisFns = fBasis[curDim][curChannel];
cv::Mat curDimBasisFn = curDimBasisFns.row(curComb.at
↪→ <int>(0,curDim));
cv::Mat repetitionSize = basisFnSize.clone();
repetitionSize.at<int>(curDim) = 1;




cv::Mat reshapedCurDimBasisFn = curDimBasisFn.reshape
↪→ (1,aNumDimensions,reshapedFnSize.ptr<int>());



















//std::cout<<indices.at<int>(0) << ", " << indices.at<int
↪→ >(1) << ", " << indices.at<int>(2) << std::endl;
for(int i=0; i<basisFnSize.at<int>(0); i++){
for(int j=0; j<basisFnSize.at<int>(1); j++){
indices.at<int>(3) = i;
indices.at<int>(4) = j;












// Helper function to load envelope from file
cv::Mat BasisFunction::loadEnvelope(const char* file){
int pointCounter = 0; //we don’t know how many points yet
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double currentPoint = 0.0;
cv::Mat tmp;
std::ifstream in(file);
in >> a; //get alpha
in >> l; //get lambda







// Getter function for envelope
cv::Mat BasisFunction::getEnvelope(int aN, int aDurationInN){
// not sure what these are ...
//cv::Mat envTmp1 = getThetaKernel(a, l, numPoints), envTmp2;
//std::cout << "Envelope Size: " << envelope.size[0] << " " << envelope.size[1] <<
↪→ std::endl;
cv::Mat envTmp1 = envelope.clone();
cv::Mat envTmp2;
int maN = 1024;
int maDurationInN = 4;
/* Matlab code
* if (rawN ~= aN)
skipVal = rawN / aN;
if (~IsIntegerValue(skipVal))
error(’Value for N must evenly divide %d but %d was supplied
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int skipVal = maN/aN;









//for(int i = 0; i < envTmp2.rows; i++){
// std::cout << envTmp2.at<double>(i) << std::endl;
//}
/* Matlab code
* trimSize = ((rawDurationInN - aDurationInN) * aN) / 2;




// skip trimming - we need trimming now








* %% Look into the code below for energy normalization
%normalize so that energy of overlapping envelopes is 1
energy = 0;
for i = 0 : aDurationInN-1
energy = energy + (envelope(i*aN+1)^2 + envelope(i*aN+1 + (aN/2))
↪→ ^2);
end
envelope = envelope / sqrt(energy);
*/
double energy = 0;
for(int i=0; i<aDurationInN; i++){








// Helper function to save envelope




f << a << std::endl;
//write the lambda
f << l << std::endl;
//write the num points
f << numPoints << std::endl;
//output the data
//f << envelope.cols << " " << envelope.rows << std::endl;
double* cf = envelope.ptr<double>();
for(int i = 0; i < numPoints; i++){









bool BasisFunction::isShifted(int aChannelNum, int aDimension){
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/* Matlab Code
* function value = IsShifted(aChannelNum, aDimension);
iChan = uint32(aChannelNum);
iDim = uint32(1);
iDim = bitshift(iDim, (aDimension-1));
value = (bitand(iChan, iDim) ~= uint32(0));
*/
unsigned int iChan = (unsigned int) aChannelNum;
unsigned int iDim = (1 << (aDimension-1));
bool tmp = ((iChan & iDim) != 0);
return tmp;
}
bool BasisFunction::IsQuad(int aChannelNum, int aDimension){
/* Matlab Code
* function value = IsShifted(aChannelNum, aDimension);
iChan = uint32(aChannelNum);
iDim = uint32(1);
iDim = bitshift(iDim, (aDimension-1));
value = (bitand(iChan, iDim) ~= uint32(0));
*/
unsigned int iChan = (unsigned int) aChannelNum;
unsigned int iDim = (1 << (aDimension));




cv::Mat BasisFunction::get1DSignal(const char * input){
int pointCounter = 0; //we don’t know how many points yet












* sigSize = size(aSignal);
numDimensions = sum(sigSize>1);
if (numDimensions == 1)
aSignal = aSignal(:); %force a column vector




if (numBasisDimensions ~= (2*numDimensions+1))
error(’Invalid basis -
should be a %dD matrix for %dD signal data, instead is a %dD matrix




if (basisSize(1) ~= numChannels)
error(’Invalid basis -
should have % channels for %dD signal data, instead has %d channels
↪→ ’, numChannels, numDimensions, basisSize(1));
end
Ns = zeros(1, numDimensions);
halfNs = zeros(1, numDimensions);
numWindows = zeros(1, numDimensions);
numHarmonics = zeros(1, numDimensions);
windowSizes = zeros(1, numDimensions);
latticesSize = zeros(1, 2*numDimensions + 1);
latticesSize(1) = numChannels;
for curDimension = 1 : numDimensions
Ns(curDimension) = (basisSize(curDimension+1) - 1) * 2;
halfNs(curDimension) = fix(Ns(curDimension)/2);
if ( (~IsIntegerValue(sigSize(curDimension)/Ns(curDimension))) || (
↪→ sigSize(curDimension)/Ns(curDimension) < 4))
error(’Signal size must be evenly divisible by N in every







latticesSize(curDimension + 1) = numHarmonics(curDimension);







Ns = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
// Already have halfNs
numWindows = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
// Already have numHarmonics
windowSizes = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
latticesSize = cv::Mat::zeros(1,2 * aNumDimensions + 1, CV_32S);
latticesSize.at<int>(0) = numChannels;
int* NsPtr = Ns.ptr<int>();
int* numWindowsPtr = numWindows.ptr<int>();
int* windowSizesPtr = windowSizes.ptr<int>();
int* latticesSizePtr = latticesSize.ptr<int>();
int* basisSizePtr = basisSize.ptr<int>();
int* numHarmonicsPtr = numHarmonics.ptr<int>();
for(int currentDimension = 0; currentDimension < aNumDimensions; currentDimension
↪→ ++){
NsPtr[currentDimension] = (basisSizePtr[currentDimension + 1] - 1) * 2;
numWindowsPtr[currentDimension] = (signal.size[currentDimension]) / NsPtr[
↪→ currentDimension];
windowSizesPtr[currentDimension] = basisSizePtr[currentDimension + 1 +
↪→ aNumDimensions];
latticesSizePtr[currentDimension + 1] = numHarmonicsPtr[currentDimension];




int* tmpPtr = latticesSize.ptr<int>();
lattice = cv::Mat::zeros(2*aNumDimensions + 1,tmpPtr,CV_64F);
//std::cout << "lattice size: [" << lattice.size[0] << " x " << lattice.size[1] <<
↪→ " x "
// << lattice.size[2] << "]"<< std::endl;
// lattice set up properly...
// Now to buffer the signal
cv::Mat bufferedSignal = BufferSignal(signal);
//for(int i = 0; i < bufferedSignal.rows; i++){
//std::cout << bufferedSignal.at<double>(i) << std::endl;
//}
// Get the lattice combinations
/* Matlab code
* [harmonicCombinations, locationCombinations] = GetLatticeCombinations(
↪→ numDimensions, numHarmonics, numWindows);
*/
// I think this is OK double check
// Should really be ok
cv::Mat harmonicList = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,(int)numHarmonics.at<int>(0),
↪→ CV_32S);
cv::Mat locationList = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,(int)numWindows.at<int>(0),
↪→ CV_32S);
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for(int c = 0 ; c < aNumDimensions; c++){
for(int i = 0; i < harmonicList.size[1]; i++){
harmonicList.at<int>(c,i) = i;
}















// Iterate the lattice
/* Matlab Code
* [lattice, ~] = IterateLattice(’Analyze’, lattice, bufferedSignal, aBasis, Ns,
↪→ halfNs, ...









cv::Mat sigSize = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
lattice.deallocate();
lattice = mLattice.clone();
Ns = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
// Already have halfNs
numWindows = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
// Already have numHarmonics
windowSizes = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
int* NsPtr = Ns.ptr<int>();
int* numWindowsPtr = numWindows.ptr<int>();
int* windowSizesPtr = windowSizes.ptr<int>();
int* latticesSizePtr = latticesSize.ptr<int>();
int* basisSizePtr = basisSize.ptr<int>();
int* numHarmonicsPtr = numHarmonics.ptr<int>();
// Analyze signal must’ve been called already ...





NsPtr[currentDimension] = (basisSizePtr[currentDimension + 1] - 1) * 2;
windowSizesPtr[currentDimension] = basisSizePtr[currentDimension + 1 +
↪→ aNumDimensions];
numHarmonicsPtr[currentDimension] = lattice.size[currentDimension + 1];
sigSize.at<int>(currentDimension) = numWindows.at<int>(currentDimension) *
↪→ Ns.at<int>(currentDimension);
}
cv::Mat rSignal = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,sigSize.ptr<int>(), CV_64F);
cv::Mat bufferedSignal = BufferSignal(rSignal);
// Should really be ok
cv::Mat harmonicList = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,(int)numHarmonics.at<int>(0),
↪→ CV_32S);
cv::Mat locationList = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,(int)numWindows.at<int>(0),
↪→ CV_32S);
for(int c = 0 ; c < aNumDimensions; c++){
for(int i = 0; i < harmonicList.size[1]; i++){
harmonicList.at<int>(c,i) = i;
}



















//for(int i=0; i<bufferedSignal.size[0]; i++){
//std::cout << bufferedSignal.at<double>(i) << std::endl;
//}
//namedWindow( "Reconstructed", WINDOW_AUTOSIZE );// Create a window for display.
//imshow( "Reconstructed", bufferedSignal ); // Show our image inside it.
//waitKey(0);










cv::Mat wrapSourceIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat wrapTargetIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat tailSourceIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat tailTargetIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat bufferedSignal;
//for(int i=0; i<signal.size.dims(); i++){
// bufferSize.at<int>(i) = signal.size[i];
//}
/* Matlab code
* %total additional size is a full window minus N/2
bufSize(curDim) = bufSize(curDim) + aWindowSizes(curDim) - aHalfNs(curDim);
%prepend a half window to buffer
wrapTargetIndices{curDim} = 1 : (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2);%aHalfTs(curDim)
↪→ ;
wrapSourceIndices{curDim} = aSigSize(curDim) - (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) +
↪→ 1 : aSigSize(curDim);
%copy in the central portion of buffer
remainderTargetIndices{curDim} = (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) + 1 : aSigSize(
↪→ curDim) + (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2);
%append a half window minus N/2 to buffer
tailTargetIndices{curDim} = aSigSize(curDim) + (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) +
↪→ 1 : bufSize(curDim);




for(int i=0; i<aNumDimensions; i++){
//bufferSize.at<int>(i) = bufferSize.at<int>(i) + windowSizes.at<int>(i) -
↪→ halfNs.at<int>(i);
bufferSize[i] = signal.size[i] + windowSizes.at<int>(i) - halfNs.at<int>(i)
↪→ ;
//std::cout << "bufferSize [" << i << "] : " << bufferSize[i] << std::endl;
//std::cout << "signal.size [" << i << "] : " << signal.size[i]<< std::endl
↪→ ;
wrapTargetIndex.at<int>(i) = windowSizes.at<int>(i) / 2; //starts from
↪→ first element
//std::cout << "wrapTargetIndex [" << i << "] : " << wrapTargetIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
wrapSourceIndex.at<int>(i) = signal.size[i] - (windowSizes.at<int>(i) / 2);
↪→ //goes until last element
//std::cout << "wrapSourceIndex [" << i << "] : " << wrapSourceIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
tailTargetIndex.at<int>(i) = signal.size[i] + (windowSizes.at<int>(i) / 2);
↪→ //goes to end
//std::cout << "tailTargetIndex [" << i << "] : " << tailTargetIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
tailSourceIndex.at<int>(i) = (windowSizes.at<int>(i) / 2) - halfNs.at<int>(
↪→ i) - 1; //starts from 1
//std::cout << "tailSourceIndex [" << i << "] : " << tailSourceIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
}
bufferedSignal = cv::Mat::zeros(signal.dims, &bufferSize[0], CV_64F);
int jCounter = 0;
double *signalPtr = signal.ptr<double>();
double *bufferedSignalPtr = bufferedSignal.ptr<double>();
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int *wrapSourceIndexPtr = wrapSourceIndex.ptr<int>();
if(aNumDimensions == 2)
{
// This is a temporary work around for the 2d case
// basically the concept is simple, just repeat the signal in a 3x3 grid
↪→ and extract what is needed
cv:Mat result = repeat(signal, 3, 3);
int startX = signal.size[0] - (windowSizes.at<int>(0) / 2);
int startY = signal.size[1] - (windowSizes.at<int>(1) / 2);
for(int i=startY; i<startY+bufferSize[0]; i++){
NOP();





//namedWindow( "Display window", WINDOW_AUTOSIZE );// Create a window for
↪→ display.












↪→ curDimension] + jCounter];
//std::cout << bufferedSignal.at<double>(jCounter) << std::endl;
}
// copy middle
for(int i=0; i<signal.size[curDimension]; i++, jCounter++){
//bufferedSignal.at<double>(jCounter) = signal.at<double>(i);
bufferedSignalPtr[jCounter] = signalPtr[i];









for(int ii=0; ii<bufferSize[0]; ii++){







cv::Mat wrapSourceIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat wrapTargetIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
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cv::Mat tailSourceIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat tailTargetIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat remainderTargetIndicesStart = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
cv::Mat remainderTargetIndicesStop = cv::Mat::zeros(1,aNumDimensions, CV_32S);
//cv::Mat debufferedSignal;
//for(int i=0; i<signal.size.dims(); i++){
// bufferSize.at<int>(i) = signal.size[i];
//}
/* Matlab code
* %total additional size is a full window minus N/2
bufSize(curDim) = bufSize(curDim) + aWindowSizes(curDim) - aHalfNs(curDim);
%prepend a half window to buffer
wrapTargetIndices{curDim} = 1 : (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2);%aHalfTs(curDim)
↪→ ;
wrapSourceIndices{curDim} = aSigSize(curDim) - (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) +
↪→ 1 : aSigSize(curDim);
%copy in the central portion of buffer
remainderTargetIndices{curDim} = (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) + 1 : aSigSize(
↪→ curDim) + (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2);
%append a half window minus N/2 to buffer
tailTargetIndices{curDim} = aSigSize(curDim) + (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) +
↪→ 1 : bufSize(curDim);
tailSourceIndices{curDim} = 1 : (aWindowSizes(curDim) / 2) - aHalfNs(curDim
↪→ );
*/
for(int i=0; i<aNumDimensions; i++){
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//bufferSize.at<int>(i) = bufferSize.at<int>(i) + windowSizes.at<int>(i) -
↪→ halfNs.at<int>(i);
//bufferSize[i] = signal.size[i] + windowSizes.at<int>(i) - halfNs.at<int>(
↪→ i);
bufferSize[i] = Ns.at<int>(0,i) * lattice.size[aNumDimensions+i+1];
//std::cout << "bufferSize [" << i << "] : " << bufferSize[i] << std::endl;
//std::cout << "signal.size [" << i << "] : " << signal.size[i]<< std::endl
↪→ ;
wrapTargetIndex.at<int>(0,i) = windowSizes.at<int>(i) / 2; //starts from
↪→ first element
//std::cout << "wrapTargetIndex [" << i << "] : " << wrapTargetIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
wrapSourceIndex.at<int>(0,i) = signal.size[i] - (windowSizes.at<int>(0,i) /
↪→ 2); //goes until last element
//std::cout << "wrapSourceIndex [" << i << "] : " << wrapSourceIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
tailTargetIndex.at<int>(0,i) = signal.size[i] + (windowSizes.at<int>(0,i) /
↪→ 2); //goes to end
//std::cout << "tailTargetIndex [" << i << "] : " << tailTargetIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
tailSourceIndex.at<int>(0,i) = (windowSizes.at<int>(0,i) / 2) - halfNs.at<
↪→ int>(0,i) - 1; //starts from 1
//std::cout << "tailSourceIndex [" << i << "] : " << tailSourceIndex.at<int
↪→ >(i)<< std::endl;
remainderTargetIndicesStart.at<int>(0,i) = (windowSizes.at<int>(0,i) / 2);
remainderTargetIndicesStop.at<int>(0,i) = Ns.at<int>(0,i) * numWindows.at<





// This is a temporary work around for the 2d case
/** sourceStart = 1;
sourceEnd = (aWindowSizes(1) / 2);
targetStart = aSigSize(1)+1;
targetEnd = aSigSize(1)+(aWindowSizes(1) / 2);
aBufferedSignal(targetStart:targetEnd, :) = aBufferedSignal(targetStart:targetEnd,
↪→ :) + aBufferedSignal(sourceStart:sourceEnd, :);
sourceStart = bufSize(1)-(aWindowSizes(1) / 2)+ 1 + aHalfNs(1);
sourceEnd = bufSize(1);
targetStart = (aWindowSizes(1) / 2) + 1;
targetEnd = targetStart + (sourceEnd - sourceStart);
aBufferedSignal(targetStart:targetEnd, :) = aBufferedSignal(targetStart:targetEnd,
↪→ :) + aBufferedSignal(sourceStart:sourceEnd, :);
sourceStart = 1;
sourceEnd = (aWindowSizes(2) / 2);
targetStart = aSigSize(2)+1;
targetEnd = aSigSize(2)+(aWindowSizes(2) / 2);
aBufferedSignal(:, targetStart:targetEnd) = aBufferedSignal(:, targetStart:
↪→ targetEnd) + aBufferedSignal(:, sourceStart:sourceEnd);
sourceStart = bufSize(2)-(aWindowSizes(2) / 2)+ 1 + aHalfNs(2);
sourceEnd = bufSize(2);
targetStart = (aWindowSizes(2) / 2) + 1;
targetEnd = targetStart + (sourceEnd - sourceStart);
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aBufferedSignal(:, targetStart:targetEnd) = aBufferedSignal(:, targetStart:





//namedWindow( "Display window", WINDOW_AUTOSIZE );// Create a window for
↪→ display.
//imshow( "Display window", bufferedSignal ); // Show our image inside it.
//waitKey(0);
cv::Mat debufferedSignal = cv::Mat::zeros(aNumDimensions,&bufferSize[0],
↪→ CV_64F);
int sourceStart = 0;
int sourceEnd = windowSizes.at<int>(0,0)/2;
int targetStart = bufferSize[0];
int targetEnd = bufferSize[0] + (windowSizes.at<int>(0,0)/2);
cv::Mat aBufferedSignal = signal.clone();
//std::cout<< sourceStart <<"," << sourceEnd << "," << targetStart << std::
↪→ endl;
//std::cout << aBufferedSignal.size[0] << ", " << aBufferedSignal.size[1]
↪→ << std::endl;
for(int i=sourceStart, j=targetStart; i<sourceEnd; i++, j++){
for(int x=0; x<aBufferedSignal.size[1]; x++){
aBufferedSignal.at<double>(j,x) = aBufferedSignal.at<double




sourceStart = signal.size[0]-(windowSizes.at<int>(0) / 2) + halfNs.at<int
↪→ >(0);
sourceEnd = signal.size[0];
targetStart = (windowSizes.at<int>(0) / 2);
//targetEnd = bufferSize[0] + (windowSizes.at<int>(0)/2);
//std::cout<< sourceStart <<"," << sourceEnd << "," << targetStart << std::
↪→ endl;
for(int i=sourceStart, j=targetStart; i<sourceEnd; i++, j++){
for(int x=0; x<aBufferedSignal.size[1]; x++){
aBufferedSignal.at<double>(j,x) = aBufferedSignal.at<double






targetEnd = bufferSize[1] + (windowSizes.at<int>(1)/2);
//std::cout<< sourceStart <<"," << sourceEnd << "," << targetStart << std::
↪→ endl;
for(int i=sourceStart, j=targetStart; i<sourceEnd; i++, j++){
for(int x=0; x<aBufferedSignal.size[0]; x++){
aBufferedSignal.at<double>(x,j) = aBufferedSignal.at<double
↪→ >(x,j) + aBufferedSignal.at<double>(x,i);
}
}




targetStart = (windowSizes.at<int>(1) / 2);
//std::cout<< sourceStart <<"," << sourceEnd << "," << targetStart << std::
↪→ endl;
//targetEnd = bufferSize[0] + (windowSizes.at<int>(0)/2);
for(int i=sourceStart, j=targetStart; i<sourceEnd; i++, j++){
for(int x=0; x<aBufferedSignal.size[0]; x++){
aBufferedSignal.at<double>(x,j) = aBufferedSignal.at<double













//std::cout << debufferedSignal.size[0] << ", " << debufferedSignal.size
↪→ [1] << std::endl;
//namedWindow( "Debuffered", WINDOW_AUTOSIZE );// Create a window for
↪→ display.






int jCounter = 0;
double *signalPtr = signal.ptr<double>();
int *wrapSourceIndexPtr = wrapSourceIndex.ptr<int>();
for(int curDimension = 0; curDimension < aNumDimensions; curDimension++){
// prepend




for(int i = wrapSourceIndex.at<int>(curDimension), j = wrapTargetIndex.at<
↪→ int>(curDimension);
i < wrapSourceIndex.at<int>(curDimension); i++, j++){
debufferedSignal.at<double>(i) += signalPtr[j];
}
for(int i = tailSourceIndex.at<int>(curDimension), j = tailTargetIndex.at<
↪→ int>(curDimension);




//for(int ii=0; ii<debufferedSignal.size[0]; ii++){












cv::Mat basisIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,2*aNumDimensions+1,CV_32S);
cv::Mat latticeIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(1,2*aNumDimensions+1,CV_32S);
cv::Mat curWindowIndex = cv::Mat::zeros(2,aNumDimensions,CV_32S);




// Loop through the lattice locations
if(aNumDimensions == 2){
int numLocComb = locationCombinations.rows;
for(int curLocationIndex = 0; curLocationIndex < numLocComb;
↪→ curLocationIndex++){
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//std::cout << "Iterating Lattice: " << curLocationIndex + 1 << "
↪→ of " << numLocComb << std::endl;
// Loop through the channels
cv::Mat curLocationComb = locationCombinations.row(curLocationIndex
↪→ );










cv::Mat curHarmComb = harmonicCombinations.row(
↪→ curHarmIndex);
































cv::Mat tmpBasis (1, basis.size[2], CV_64F);
cv::Mat tmpSignal (1, basis.size[2], CV_64F);












↪→ aLattice(latticeIndex{:}) * squeeze(
↪→ aBasis(basisIndex{:}));
// let’s marry the forloops since they should
↪→ be the same size.
for(int i=curWindowIndex.at<int>(0,0), x=0; i<
↪→ curWindowIndex.at<int>(1,0); i++, x++){
for(int j=curWindowIndex.at<int>(0,1),
↪→ y=0; j<curWindowIndex.at<int































cv::Mat aTmp = cv::Mat::zeros(basis.size[3],
↪→ basis.size[4], CV_64F);
cv::Mat bTmp = cv::Mat::zeros(basis.size[3],
↪→ basis.size[4], CV_64F);
for(int i=0; i<basis.size[3]; i++){









for(int i=curWindowIndex.at<int>(0,0), x=0; i<
↪→ curWindowIndex.at<int>(1,0); i++, x++){
for(int j=curWindowIndex.at<int>(0,1),
↪→ y=0; j<curWindowIndex.at<int







double res = aTmp.dot(bTmp);
mMatAt<double>(lattice,latticeIndex.ptr<int>()
↪→ ) = res;








for(int curLocationIndex = 0; curLocationIndex < locationCombinations.size
↪→ [1]; curLocationIndex++){
//std::cout << "curLocationIndex: " << curLocationIndex << std::
↪→ endl;
// Loop through the channels
for(int curChannel = 0; curChannel < numChannels; curChannel++){
//std::cout << "channel: " << curChannel << std::endl;
// Loop through the number of dimensions













stop = start + windowSizes.at<int>(curDimension);
//Loop thru harmonics
for(int curHarmonic = 0; curHarmonic < numHarmonics.
↪→ at<int>(curDimension); curHarmonic++){
cv::Mat tmpBasis (1, basis.size[2], CV_64F);
cv::Mat tmpSignal (1, basis.size[2], CV_64F);












































// Helper function to load lattice from file








f.read((char*) &matType, sizeof(int)); //type
f.read((char*) &matCh, sizeof(int)); //channels
f.read((char*) &matDims, sizeof(int)); //dims
cv::Mat matSize = cv::Mat::zeros(1,matDims,CV_32S);
int tmpSize;
int mullerSize = 1;
//read the size
for(int i=0; i<matDims; i++){




cv::Mat output = cv::Mat::zeros(matDims,matSize.ptr<int>(),matType);





// Helper function to save lattice to file
void BasisFunction::saveMat(const char* file, cv::Mat inMat){








int matType = inMat.type();
//get the number of channels
int matCh = inMat.channels();
//get the number of dims
int matDims = inMat.dims;
//write the type
f.write((char*) &matType, sizeof(int));
//write the number of channels
f.write((char*) &matCh, sizeof(int));
//write the number of dimensions
f.write((char*) &matDims, sizeof(int));
//write the size in each dimension
















// Helper function to save lattice to file
void BasisFunction::saveMatAppend(const char* file, cv::Mat inMat){







int matType = inMat.type();
//get the number of channels
int matCh = inMat.channels();
//get the number of dims
int matDims = inMat.dims;
//write the type
f.write((char*) &matType, sizeof(int));
//write the number of channels
f.write((char*) &matCh, sizeof(int));
//write the number of dimensions
f.write((char*) &matDims, sizeof(int));
//write the size in each dimension






























template<typename T> T& mMatAt (cv::Mat input, int* index){
T *ptr = input.ptr<T>();
int ind = 0;
int i=0, j=0;
CV_Assert((*(&index + 1) - index) >= (unsigned)input.dims);
for(i=0; i<input.dims-1; i++){
int mul = 1;
for(j=i+1; j < input.dims; j++){
mul *= input.size[j];
}
ind += index[i] * mul;
}
return ptr[ind + index[i]];
}
const int NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES = 50000;
const int NUM_TEST_IMAGES = 10000;
const int CHS = 4;
const int X = 32;
const int Y = 32;
const int LATTICE_X = 24;
const int LATTICE_Y = 24;
const int FX = 3;
const int FY = 3;
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const int LX = 8;
const int LY = 8;
const int MATDIM = 6;
int runInPython(Mat train_in, Mat train_out, Mat test_in, Mat test_out)
{
PyObject *pName, *pModule, *pDict, *pFunc, *pArgs, *pValue;
//npy_intp train_in_dims[4] = { NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, X, Y, DIMS };
//npy_intp train_out_dims[2] = { NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, 1};
//npy_intp test_in_dims[4] = { NUM_TEST_IMAGES, X, Y, DIMS };
//npy_intp test_out_dims[2] = { NUM_TEST_IMAGES, 1};
npy_intp train_in_dims[MATDIM] = { NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, FX, FY, LX, LY, CHS};
npy_intp train_out_dims[2] = { NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, 1};
npy_intp test_in_dims[MATDIM] = { NUM_TEST_IMAGES, FX, FY, LX, LY, CHS };
npy_intp test_out_dims[2] = { NUM_TEST_IMAGES, 1};







pName = PyUnicode_FromString ("pyCode");
pModule = PyImport_Import(pName);
pDict = PyModule_GetDict(pModule);




py_array_train_in = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(MATDIM, train_in_dims, NPY_FLOAT,
↪→ train_in.ptr<float>());
py_array_train_out = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, train_out_dims, NPY_FLOAT,
↪→ train_out.ptr<float>());
py_array_test_in = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(MATDIM, test_in_dims, NPY_FLOAT, test_in
↪→ .ptr<float>());
py_array_test_out = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, test_out_dims, NPY_FLOAT, test_out.
↪→ ptr<float>());
//py_array_train_in = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, dims, NPY_FLOAT, train_in.ptr<
↪→ float>());
//py_array_train_out = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, dims, NPY_FLOAT, train_out.ptr<
↪→ float>());
//py_array_test_in = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, dims, NPY_FLOAT, test_in.ptr<float
↪→ >());
//py_array_test_out = PyArray_SimpleNewFromData(2, dims, NPY_FLOAT, test_out.ptr<
↪→ float>());
pArgs = PyTuple_New (4);
PyTuple_SetItem (pArgs, 0, py_array_train_in);
PyTuple_SetItem (pArgs, 1, py_array_train_out);
PyTuple_SetItem (pArgs, 2, py_array_test_in);
PyTuple_SetItem (pArgs, 3, py_array_test_out);
//pFunc = PyDict_GetItemString (pDict, (char*)"pyArray");




















string categories[10] = {"airplane", "automobile", "bird", "cat",
"deer", "dog", "frog", "horse", "ship", "truck"};
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int train_in_sizes [] = {NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, FX, FY, LX, LY, CHS};
int train_out_sizes [] = {NUM_TRAIN_IMAGES, 1};
int test_in_sizes [] = {NUM_TEST_IMAGES, FX, FY, LX, LY, CHS};
int test_out_sizes [] = {NUM_TEST_IMAGES, 1};
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Mat train_in = Mat::zeros(MATDIM, train_in_sizes, CV_32F);
Mat train_out = Mat::zeros(2, train_out_sizes, CV_32F);
Mat test_in = Mat::zeros(MATDIM, test_in_sizes, CV_32F);
Mat test_out = Mat::zeros(2, test_out_sizes, CV_32F);
ifstream imageReader ("data/cifar-10-batches-bin/data_batch_all.bin", ios::in | ios::
↪→ binary);




int NumDimensions = 2;






string env = "sample.csv";
BasisFunction y(2.25, 0.2, 4096, aNs, aWindowWidthsInN, NumDimensions, false, env.
↪→ c_str());
//float compressFactor = 0.0;
float compressFactor = 0.99;
if(imageReader.is_open()){






cv::Mat red_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat blue_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat green_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_32F);
imageReader.read((char*) &label, sizeof(char)); //label
imageReader.read((char*)red_signal.data, CV_ELEM_SIZE(CV_8U) * (X*Y));
imageReader.read((char*)blue_signal.data, CV_ELEM_SIZE(CV_8U) * (X*Y));




cout << "Training Image [" << i+1 << "] = " << categories[(int)label] << endl;
train_out.at<float>(i,0) = (float) label;
// lets do 12 channels
if(CHS == 12)
{
cv::Mat Rlattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(red_signal);
cv::Mat Glattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(green_signal);





for(int ch=0; ch<Rlattice.size[0]; ch++){
for(int fx=0; fx<Rlattice.size[1]; fx++ ){
for(int fy=0; fy<Rlattice.size[2]; fy++){
for(int lx=0; lx<Rlattice.size[3]; lx++){































signal = red_signal * 0.299 + green_signal * 0.587 + blue_signal *
↪→ 0.144;
signal.convertTo(signal,CV_64F,1.0);
cv::Mat lattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(signal);
//y.saveMatAppend("traininglattice.bin",lattice);




sortIdx(cv::abs(sDLattice), sortedIndexes, SORT_EVERY_ROW +
↪→ SORT_ASCENDING);







for(int ch=0; ch<lattice.size[0]; ch++){
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for(int fx=0; fx<lattice.size[1]; fx++ ){
for(int fy=0; fy<lattice.size[2]; fy++){
for(int lx=0; lx<lattice.size[3]; lx++){

































cv::Mat red_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat blue_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat green_signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_8U);
cv::Mat signal = cv::Mat::zeros(X,Y,CV_32F);
imageTester.read((char*) &label, sizeof(char)); //label
imageTester.read((char*)red_signal.data, CV_ELEM_SIZE(CV_8U) * (X*Y));
imageTester.read((char*)blue_signal.data, CV_ELEM_SIZE(CV_8U) * (X*Y));




cout << "Testing Image [" << i+1 << "] = " << categories[(int)label] << endl;
test_out.at<float>(i,0) = (float) label;
// lets do 12 channels
if(CHS == 12)
{
cv::Mat Rlattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(red_signal);
cv::Mat Glattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(green_signal);





for(int ch=0; ch<Rlattice.size[0]; ch++){
for(int fx=0; fx<Rlattice.size[1]; fx++ ){
for(int fy=0; fy<Rlattice.size[2]; fy++){
for(int lx=0; lx<Rlattice.size[3]; lx++){































signal = red_signal * 0.299 + green_signal * 0.587 + blue_signal *
↪→ 0.144;
signal.convertTo(signal,CV_64F,1.0);
cv::Mat lattice = y.AnalyzeSignal(signal);
//y.saveMatAppend("testinglattice.bin",lattice);




sortIdx(cv::abs(sDLattice), sortedIndexes, SORT_EVERY_ROW +
↪→ SORT_ASCENDING);








for(int ch=0; ch<lattice.size[0]; ch++){
for(int fx=0; fx<lattice.size[1]; fx++ ){
for(int fy=0; fy<lattice.size[2]; fy++){
for(int lx=0; lx<lattice.size[3]; lx++){
























//cv::Mat rCompressed = y.ReconstructSignal(sDLattice);
//cv::Mat rConstructed = y.ReconstructSignal(lattice);
//imshow("Original", signal);
//imshow("Reconstruction Using 100% Coefficients", rConstructed);














from __future__ import absolute_import, division, print_function, unicode_literals
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
from tensorflow.keras import datasets, layers, models, optimizers
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt






class_names = [’airplane’, ’automobile’, ’bird’, ’cat’, ’deer’,











history = model.fit(train_images, train_labels, epochs=100,
validation_data=(test_images, test_labels))
plt.plot(history.history[’accuracy’], label=’accuracy’)











from __future__ import absolute_import, division, print_function, unicode_literals
import numpy as np
from tensorflow.keras import datasets, layers, models, optimizers
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt






for i in range(data_in.shape[0] - 1):
for c in range(data_in.shape[5] - 1):
data_max = np.amax(data_in[i][:][:][:][:][c])
data_min = np.amin(data_in[i][:][:][c])
data_in[i][:][:][:][:][c] = data_in[i][:][:][:][:][c] - data_min
data_in[i][:][:][:][:][c] = data_in[i][:][:][:][:][c] / (data_max - data_min)
return data_in
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print("[" + str(train_min) + ", " + str(train_max) + "]")
print("[" + str(test_min) + ", " + str(test_max) + "]")
class_names = [’airplane’, ’automobile’, ’bird’, ’cat’, ’deer’,


























r, g, b = rgb[:, :, 0], rgb[:, :, 1], rgb[:, :, 2]






figureCount = figureCount + 1





figureCount = figureCount + 1
plt.plot(env)
def getWNorm(l, N):
if (l == 0 or l == N // 2):
return math.sqrt(2 / N)
else:
return (2.0 / math.sqrt(N))
def matlabDotSum(a, b):
### This is a simplified version of dot and sum
y, x = a.shape
sum = 0
aTmp = np.zeros((1, y))
bTmp = np.zeros((1, y))
for j in range(0, y):





with open(filename) as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, quoting=csv.QUOTE_NONNUMERIC) # change contents to
↪→ floats











p_sum = complex(0, 0)
dos = complex(2, 0)
for n in range(1, MAX_COUNT):
p_sum += cpow(q, n * n) * cmath.cos(dos * n * t)
p_sum = 1.0 + 2.0 * p_sum
return p_sum
def buildEnvelope(a=2.25, l=0.5, envSize=4096, showEnv=False):
# here a is alpha, l is lambda
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# envSize is the totalElements of env
d = 2 * l * math.sqrt(a * math.pi)
g = math.sqrt(math.sqrt(1.0 / (a * math.pi * l * l)))
z_init = complex(0, math.sqrt(math.pi * a) / l)
q_init = complex(math.exp(-math.pi * a), 0)
out_term = complex(0, 0)
win = 2.0
minInterval = envSize // 2
minInterval += 1
counter = 0
out_put = np.zeros(shape=(envSize, 1))
sum = 0
for t in np.arange(-d * win, d * win, (d * win) / minInterval):
out_term = g / cmath.sqrt(theta3(z_init * t, q_init))
if counter < envSize:
out_put[counter, 0] = out_term.real







with open(filename, ’w’, newline=’’) as csvfile:
fieldnames = [’Envelope’]
writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=fieldnames)
writer.writeheader()
for i in range(0, env.shape[0]):
writer.writerow({’Envelope’: env[i][0]})
def create_w(env, N):
ey, ex = env.shape
skipVal = 1024 // N
wTmp = env[0:ey - 1: skipVal]
# Now we have to trim
trimSize = (3 * N) // 2
w = wTmp[trimSize:wTmp.shape[0] - trimSize]
energyW = w[0] * w[0] + w[N // 2] * w[N // 2]




if rgb == 0:
return np.asarray(rgb2gray(img)) / 255.0
else:
return np.asarray(img) / 255.0
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def getBufferedImage(img, Nx, Ny):
print("Img shape: ", img.shape)
if (img.ndim == 2):
bufferedImage = np.tile(img, (3, 3))
y, x = img.shape
else:
bufferedImage = np.tile(img, (3, 3, 1))
y, x, c = img.shape
startx = x - Nx // 2
starty = y - Ny // 2
originalStartX = startx + Nx // 4
originalStartY = starty + Ny // 4
return bufferedImage[starty:(starty + y + Ny // 2), startx:(startx + x + Nx // 2)]
def getUnbufferedImage(bufferedImg, Nx, Ny, NumWindowsX, NumWindowsY):
print("UnbufferedImg shape: ", bufferedImg.shape)
if bufferedImg.ndim == 2:
y, x = bufferedImg.shape
else:
y, x, c = bufferedImg.shape
startx = Nx // 2
starty = Ny // 2
# have to compensate for periodicity
SigSizeX = NumWindowsX * Nx
SigSizeY = NumWindowsY * Ny
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# do x direction
sourceStart = 0
sourceEnd = Nx // 2
targetStart = SigSizeX
targetEnd = SigSizeX + Nx // 2
for i in range(0, x):
t = sourceStart
for j in range(targetStart, targetEnd):
bufferedImg[j, i] += bufferedImg[t, i]
t += 1
# do y direction
sourceStart = 0
sourceEnd = Ny // 2
targetStart = SigSizeY
targetEnd = SigSizeY + Ny // 2
for j in range(0, y):
t = sourceStart
for i in range(targetStart, targetEnd):
bufferedImg[j, i] += bufferedImg[j, t]
t += 1
return bufferedImg[starty:(SigSizeY + Ny // 2), startx:(SigSizeX + Nx // 2)]
def iterateLattice(Ch, Nx, Ny, wx, wy, Ck, Mx, My, Lx, Ly, bufferedImg, lattice,
↪→ shouldReconstruct=0, showMessages=True):
TmpWinCh1 = np.zeros((Ny, Nx))
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TmpWinCh2 = np.zeros((Ny, Nx))
TmpWinCh3 = np.zeros((Ny, Nx))
TmpWinCh4 = np.zeros((Ny, Nx))
TmpBasisWinCh1 = np.zeros((Nx, Ny))
TmpBasisWinCh2 = np.zeros((Nx, Ny))
TmpBasisWinCh3 = np.zeros((Nx, Ny))
TmpBasisWinCh4 = np.zeros((Nx, Ny))
count = 0
if type(lattice) != np.ndarray:
lattice = np.zeros((Ch, Ly, Lx, My, Mx))
if type(bufferedImg) != np.ndarray:
imgx = Nx * Mx
imgy = Ny * My
bufferedImg = np.zeros((imgy + Ny // 2, imgx + Nx // 2))
for mx in range(0, Mx):
for my in range(0, My):
if showMessages:
print("Iteration: ", count + 1, " of ", Mx * My * Ck)
count += 1
for ly in range(0, Ly):
for lx in range(0, Lx):
for y in range(0, Ny):
for x in range(0, Nx):
TmpWinCh1[y, x] = bufferedImg[y + my * Ny, x + mx * Nx]
TmpBasisWinCh1[x, y] = wx[x] * wy[y] * \
math.cos(((2 * math.pi * lx * (x - Nx / 2))
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↪→ / Nx) + (
(math.pi * lx) / 2)) * \
math.cos(((2 * math.pi * ly * (y - Ny / 2))
↪→ / Ny) + (
(math.pi * ly) / 2)) * getWNorm(




TmpWinCh2[y, x] = bufferedImg[y + my * Ny + Ny // 2, x + mx * Nx
↪→ ]
TmpBasisWinCh2[x, y] = wx[x] * wy[y] * \
math.sin(((2 * math.pi * lx * x) / Nx) + ((
↪→ math.pi * lx) / 2)) * \
math.cos(((2 * math.pi * ly * (y - Ny / 2))
↪→ / Ny) + (
(math.pi * ly) / 2)) * getWNorm(




TmpWinCh3[y, x] = bufferedImg[y + my * Ny, x + mx * Nx + Nx //
↪→ 2]
TmpBasisWinCh3[x, y] = wx[x] * wy[y] * \
math.cos(((2 * math.pi * lx * (x - Nx / 2))
↪→ / Nx) + (
(math.pi * lx) / 2)) * \
math.sin(
((2 * math.pi * ly * y) / Ny) + ((math.
↪→ pi * ly) / 2)) * getWNorm(
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lx, Nx) * getWNorm(ly, Ny)
TmpWinCh4[y, x] = bufferedImg[y + my * Ny + Ny // 2, x + mx * Nx
↪→ + Nx // 2]
TmpBasisWinCh4[x, y] = wx[x] * wy[y] * \
math.sin(((2 * math.pi * lx * x) / Nx) + ((
↪→ math.pi * lx) / 2)) * \
math.sin(
((2 * math.pi * ly * y) / Ny) + ((math.
↪→ pi * ly) / 2)) * getWNorm(
lx, Nx) * getWNorm(ly, Ny)
if (shouldReconstruct == 1):
# Do reconstruct







bufferedImg[my * Ny + Ny // 2:my * Ny + Ny // 2 + Ny, mx * Nx:mx *




















bufferedImg[my * Ny:my * Ny + Ny, mx * Nx + Nx // 2:mx * Nx + Nx //



















bufferedImg[my * Ny + Ny // 2:my * Ny + Ny // 2 + Ny,
mx * Nx + Nx // 2:mx * Nx + Nx // 2 + Nx] += lattice[3, lx, ly, my,




lattice[0, lx, ly, my, mx] = matlabDotSum(TmpWinCh1, TmpBasisWinCh1
↪→ )
lattice[1, lx, ly, my, mx] = matlabDotSum(TmpWinCh2, TmpBasisWinCh2
↪→ )
lattice[2, lx, ly, my, mx] = matlabDotSum(TmpWinCh3, TmpBasisWinCh3
↪→ )
lattice[3, lx, ly, my, mx] = matlabDotSum(TmpWinCh4, TmpBasisWinCh4
↪→ )
if shouldReconstruct == 1:
return getUnbufferedImage(bufferedImg, Nx, Ny, lattice.shape[3], lattice.shape[4])
else:
return lattice
def analyzeImageGray(env, img, Nx, Ny, showImageBool=True, showMessages=True):
# since 2d number of channels = 4
Ch = 4
if (img.ndim == 3):
imgy, imgx, Ck = img.shape
else:
imgy, imgx = img.shape
Ck = 1
wx = create_w(env, Nx)
wy = create_w(env, Ny)
Lx = Nx // 2 + 1
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Ly = Ny // 2 + 1
Mx = imgx // Nx
My = imgy // Ny
bufferedImg = getBufferedImage(img, Nx, Ny)
if showImageBool:
print("Buffered Image Shape: ", bufferedImg.shape)
showImage(bufferedImg, "Buffered Image Input")
return iterateLattice(Ch, Nx, Ny, wx, wy, Ck, Mx, My, Lx, Ly, bufferedImg, 0, 0,
↪→ showMessages)
def reconstructImageGray(lattice, env):





Nx = (Lx - 1) * 2
Ny = (Ly - 1) * 2
wx = create_w(env, Nx)
wy = create_w(env, Ny)
return iterateLattice(4, Nx, Ny, wx, wy, 1, Mx, My, Lx, Ly, 0, lattice, 1)
def printLatticeHarmonicWindow(ch, lx, ly, lattice):
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for j in range(0, lattice.shape[4]):
for i in range(0, lattice.shape[3]):
print(lattice[ch, lx, ly, i, j], end=" ")
print("")
def printFormattedLattice(lattice):
for ch in range(0, lattice.shape[0]):
print("ch: ", ch + 1)
for j in range(0, lattice.shape[2]):
for i in range(0, lattice.shape[1]):
print("lx: ", i, " ly: ", j)
printLatticeHarmonicWindow(ch, i, j, lattice)
def compressLattice(lattice, compressFactor):
# compressFactor should be between 0 and 1











# Assert a and b are the same size
c = a - b
numElements = c.size
for i in range(0, numElements):




(train_images, train_labels), (test_images, test_labels) = datasets.cifar10.load_data
↪→ ()
train_images, test_images = train_images / 255.0, test_images / 255.0
Nx = 8
Ny = 8










for i in range(trainSamples):
print("Analyzing Train Image: ", i)
train_cot.append(analyzeImageGray(env, rgb2gray(train_images[i]), Nx, Ny,
↪→ showImageBool=False, showMessages=False))
for i in range(testSamples):
print("Analyzing Test Image: ", i)
test_cot.append(analyzeImageGray(env, rgb2gray(test_images[i]), Nx, Ny,
↪→ showImageBool=False, showMessages=False))
pyEval(np.array(train_cot), train_labels, np.array(test_cot), test_labels)
plt.show()
def main():
# env = getEnvelope("sample.csv")
# img = getImage(’bird_256.png’)
# img = getImage(’tiger_256.jpg’, rgb=0)
img = getImage(’boat.64.tiff’, rgb=0) # just handle gray for now
Nx = 8
Ny = 8
env = buildEnvelope(a=2.5, l=0.2, envSize=4096, showEnv=True)
# exportEnv("Env_a_2.5_l_0.2.csv", env)
lattice = analyzeImageGray(env, img, Nx, Ny)




reconstructedImg = reconstructImageGray(lattice, env)
print("Reconstructed Image Shape: ", reconstructedImg.shape)
showImage(reconstructedImg, "Image After Reconstruction 100% Coefficients")
print("Finished Reconstruction")
compressedFactor = 0.80
compressedLattice = compressLattice(lattice, compressedFactor)
compressedImg = reconstructImageGray(compressedLattice, env)
print("Compressed Image Shape: ", compressedImg.shape)




print("RMSE for 100%:", computeRMSE(img, reconstructedImg))
print("RMSE for " + str(round((1 - compressedFactor) * 100)) + "%:", computeRMSE(img,
↪→ compressedImg))
plt.show()
#main()
cifarclass()
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